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Abstract The main objective of the LAgrangian Transport EXperiment (LA-8

TEX) project was to study the influence of coastal mesoscale and submesoscale9

physical processes on circulation dynamics, cross-shelf exchanges and biogeo-10

chemistry in the western continental shelf of the Gulf of Lion, Northwestern11

Mediterranean Sea. LATEX was a five-year multidisciplinary project based on12

the combined analysis of numerical model simulations and multi-platform field13

experiments. The model component included a ten-year realistic 3D numer-14

ical simulation, with a 1 km horizontal resolution over the gulf, nested in a15

coarser 3 km resolution model. The in situ component involved four cruises,16

including a large-scale multidisciplinary campaign with two research vessels17

in 2010. This review concentrates on the physics results of LATEX, address-18

ing three main subjects: 1) the investigation of the mesoscale to submesoscale19
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processes. The eddies are elliptic, baroclinic and anticyclonic; the strong ther-1

mal and saline front is density-compensated. Their generation processes are2

studied; 2) the development of sampling strategies for their direct observa-3

tions. LATEX has implemented an adaptive strategy Lagrangian tool, with a4

reference software available on the web, to perform offshore campaigns in a La-5

grangian framework; 3) the quantification of horizontal mixing and cross-shelf6

exchanges. Lateral diffusivity coefficients, calculated in various ways including7

a novel technique, are in the range classically encountered for their associated8

scales. Cross-shelf fluxes have been calculated, after retrieving the near-inertial9

oscillation contribution. Further perspectives are discussed, especially for the10

ongoing challenge of studying submesoscale features remotely and from in situ11

data.12

Keywords mesoscale · submesoscale · Lagrangian · Gulf of Lion · North-13

western Mediterranean Sea · cross-shelf flux14

1 Introduction15

Coastal waters, in spite of their small surfaces and volumes (8% and 0.05% of16

the global ocean, respectively), are currently the object of crucial questions.17

This environment is the link between the continents, highly impacted by hu-18

man presence and activities (40% of the world population lives less than 10019

km from the coast) and the ocean, one of the main regulators of the global ther-20

mal and biogeochemical cycles. The coastal zone is usually characterized by21

high biological productivity due to a large availability in nutrients coming from22

human and river inputs. Thus coastal areas contribute to an important part23

of the carbon sequestration in the ocean and play a key role in climate change.24

Moreover, coastal dynamics have strong ecological repercussions, such as the25

regulation of biogeochemical cycles through local circulation and cross-shelf26

exchanges, as well as the dispersion of larvae and pollutants through current27

advection. Coastal physical processes also influence higher trophic levels hav-28

ing, for example, repercussions for fisheries. Their understanding is therefore29

of critical importance for sustainable management of the marine environment.30

Among coastal physical processes, mesoscale and submesocale -hereafter re-31

ferred to as (sub)mesoscale- processes have a particularly important role.32

(Sub)mesoscale processes are ubiquitous in the open ocean, as well as in33

coastal waters. They have spatial scale of the order of few kms and tempo-34

ral scales of days to weeks, hence they are typically localized and ephemeral.35

On one hand, mesoscale processes are generally produced by the instability36

of large scale currents (McWilliams et al., 1983; Robinson, 1983). They are37

in approximate geostrophic balance in the horizontal and hydrostatic balance38

in the vertical, and are characterized by small Rossby and Froude numbers39

(Cushman-Roisin, 1994). Thus, their dynamics are predominantly horizontal.40

Submesoscale processes, on the other hand, usually arise from instabilities in41

the mixed layer due to mesoscale-induced stirring, wind forcing, or a com-42

bination of the two (e.g. Thomas et al., 2008). They are characterized by43
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O(1) Rossby and Richardson numbers. Thus, they are typically ageostrophic,1

and their dynamics markedly 3D. They can generate non negligible vertical2

motion and enhance local mixing. Hence submesoscale processes can have an3

important biogeochemical impact by supplying nutrients both vertically and4

laterally (Moore II et al., 2007; Suthers et al., 2011; Mahadevan, 2016). Length5

scales of mesoscale oceanic processes in coastal area are usually of O(10−100)6

km, while those of submesoscale processes of O(0.1− 10) km. (Sub)mesoscale7

processes such as coastal eddies, fronts and filaments are particularly impor-8

tant for coastal environments since they are key contributors to the energy9

budget, tracer transport and biogeochemical cycles. This Review focuses on10

the first two contributions.11

Coastal eddies have generally been related to strong currents, mixed layer12

stratification and/or wind forcing (Mitchelson-Jacob and Sundby, 2001), out-13

flows of coastal waters (Crawford, 2002; Di Lorenzo et al., 2005), flow insta-14

bilities along the continental slope (Melson et al., 1999; Flexas et al., 2002),15

topographic forcing (MacFadyen et al., 2008; Staneva et al., 2001), upwelling16

processes (MacFadyen and Hickey, 2010) or transfers of energy from other17

eddies (Garreau et al., 2011).18

Fronts are regions characterized by strong horizontal gradients of hydro-19

graphic properties (temperature, salinity or both). Typically, the variations of20

a parameter across the front axis are an order of magnitude larger than changes21

of this parameter over the same distance on either side of the front. If the hori-22

zontal gradients of temperature and salinity are also associated with variations23

in density, the front is named a density front. While if the horizontal temper-24

ature gradient is balanced by that of salinity, so that the resulting cross-front25

density profile is almost constant, the front is called density-compensated.26

Fronts are linked to mesoscale dynamics because they are often created by27

mesoscale-induced stirring, although other processes can also generate them:28

e.g. tides, atmospheric forcing, freshwater inputs. They can also be linked29

to submesoscale dynamics, because the front’s development often leads to,30

or is associated with the formation of 3D secondary ageostrophic circulation31

(Thomas et al., 2008; Capet et al., 2008b).32

Coastal eddies and fronts have a strong influence on horizontal ocean mix-33

ing and, hence, could impact diffusivity. In the past, in situ estimates of lateral34

diffusivity at scales smaller than 100 km have been most commonly obtained35

from passive tracer (e.g. sulfur hexafluoride, SF6) experiments. Such estimates36

are based on the hypothesis that, under local mesoscale stirring (which can37

be approximated, to a first order, as 2D and hence divergence-free), the width38

of the patch decreases until the effects of mesoscale stirring are balanced by39

smaller scale diffusion and an equilibrium is reached. Thus, lateral diffusivity40

can be computed by combining estimates of the strain rate (usually estimated41

from successive in situ mappings Ledwell et al. 1998, or from the analysis of42

satellite imagery of surface tracers, Abraham et al. 2000) with in situ measure-43

ments of the patch width. Lateral diffusivities computed using this approach44

range from 0.5 to 25 m2 s−1 for tracer filaments with widths between 1 and45

10 km. At similar scales but in less energetic systems, lateral diffusivities have46
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also been estimated by neglecting the strain and measuring the growth of1

the roughly circular tracer patch (e.g. the Santa Monica Basin Tracer Exper-2

iment, Ledwell and Watson 1991, and the BATRE experiment, Holtermann3

et al. 2012). Following this method, the lateral diffusivities were of the order4

of 10 m2 s−1 for the interior of the two basins at scales on the order of 10 km.5

Eddies and fronts can also have an important role on cross-shelf exchanges.6

In the last decades, cross-shelf exchanges have been the focus of several stud-7

ies (Brink and Cowles, 1991; Biscaye, 1994; Huthnance et al., 2002; Johnson8

and Chapman, 2011). Continental shelves are often bounded by strong large-9

scale (geostrophic) currents flowing along the steep bathymetry of the shelf10

edge (Huthnance, 1995). These tend to inhibit cross-shelf exchanges which,11

therefore, are mainly enabled by localized, mostly short-lived and predom-12

inantly ageostrophic events, such as internal tide breaking (Hopkins et al.,13

2012), Ekman transport (Kirincich and Barth, 2009), dense shelf water cas-14

cading (Canals et al., 2006), eddies (Capet et al., 2008a; Nagai et al., 2015),15

mesoscale-stirred fronts (Ferrari, 2011) and filaments (Nagai et al., 2015). Es-16

timates of the net fluxes induced by these processes remain hard to quan-17

tify from in situ observations due to the temporal and spatial scales of the18

processes involved (Huthnance et al., 2009). In global models, the effect of19

(sub)mesoscale processes is still parametrized (e.g. eddy viscosities and dif-20

fusivities). Indeed, despite some recent advancements towards (sub)mesoscale21

resolving resolutions, they usually cannot properly resolve their associated dy-22

namics. Nonetheless, (sub)mesocale processes can now be accurately resolved23

by high-resolution regional numerical models. Therefore, the impact of these24

processes on coastal environments and cross-shelf exchanges has been investi-25

gated at the regional scale mainly through the analysis of numerical simula-26

tions with relatively rare concomitant observations for comparisons (Burchard27

et al., 2008; Capet et al., 2008a,b). For these reasons, direct observations of28

(sub)mesoscale processes still represent a key and much-needed component for29

the further advancement of both regional and global models.30

31

The main objective of the LAgrangian Transport EXperiment (LATEX)32

project was to study the influence of coastal (sub)mesoscale physical processes33

on circulation dynamics, cross-shelf exchanges and biogeochemistry in the34

western continental shelf of the Gulf of Lion (GoL), Northwestern Mediter-35

ranean sea (Fig. 1). LATEX was a five-year (2007-2011) multidisciplinary36

project based on the combined analysis of numerical model simulations and37

multi-platform field experiments.38

The GoL is a large continental shelf, approximately the shape of a semi-39

circle with a radius near 100 km, and a surface area of about 11000 km2.40

The main forcings of the shelf circulation include: (i) the strong northerly and41

northwesterly continental winds (the Mistral and the Tramontane); (ii) the42

Northern Current (hereafter NC) which represents the northern branch of the43

large-scale cyclonic circulation of the western Mediterranean basin, flowing44

along the continental slope from the Ligurian Sea to the Catalan Sea (Millot,45

1990); (iii) the Rhône River which is the main fresh water source of the GoL.46
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A general description of the hydrodynamics of the GoL is provided by Millot1

(1990). The existence of an anticyclonic circulation in the western part of the2

gulf following upwelling phenomena and an offshore drift of surface water has3

been first hypothesized in Millot (1979, 1982). Later, Estournel et al. (2003)4

showed an anticyclonic eddy located at the center of the GoL continental shelf5

or an anticyclonic circulation covering the western and center parts of the6

GoL, using both observations and model. On the eastern part of the GoL7

continental shelf, eddies are generated by the local wind (Allou et al., 2010;8

Schaeffer et al., 2011). (Sub)mesoscale processes are quite active also offshore9

the GoL, where submesoscale coherent vortices can be formed in regions of10

deep convection (Bosse et al., 2016).11

The GoL is particularly appropriate for studying coastal mesoscale dynam-12

ics and its role in regulating cross-shelf exchanges. Before the LATEX cam-13

paigns, two processes were recognized as main contributors to the exchanges14

between the GoL and offshore waters: dense shelf water cascading (Durrieu15

et al., 2013; Canals et al., 2006) and more shallow processes associated with16

the NC (Millot and Taupier-Letage, 2005). Intrusions of the NC on the con-17

tinental shelf of the GoL have been studied in the western (Millot and Wald,18

1980; Petrenko et al., 2008), central (Estournel et al., 2003; Petrenko, 2003)19

and eastern parts (Petrenko et al., 2005; Barrier et al., 2016) of the GoL. On20

the eastern side, the flux of some of these intrusion events were estimated21

with in situ data, ranging between 0.37 Sv (Petrenko et al., 2013) and 0.522

Sv (Petrenko et al., 2005). By 2006, some (sub)mesoscale processes had been23

identified and studied on the eastern side of the GoL (Petrenko et al., 2005)24

and in its central region, especially linked to the Rhône river plume (Naudin25

et al., 1997; Broche et al., 1998). However, in the western part of the GoL, the26

focus had been mainly on dense water formation (Durrieu De et al., 2005),27

while smaller scale processes had been relatively poorly investigated. The LA-28

TEX project aimed at filling this gap, addressing -in its physics component-29

three main questions:30

– What are the generation mechanisms and the general characteristics of31

(sub)mesoscale processes in the western GoL?32

– How can field experiments be designed to investigate coastal (sub)mesoscale33

structures ?34

– How much horizontal mixing and cross-shelf exchanges are associated with35

these processes?36

37

After a brief introduction to the LATEX project (section 2), this review will38

provide answers to these questions. Each question will be addressed in one39

specific section: dynamics in the western GoL (section 3), in situ sampling40

strategies (section 4), calculation of horizontal mixing and exchanges (sec-41

tion 5). Finally, the Conclusion and Perspectives are drawn in section 6 and42

7, respectively.43
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2 Data and Methods1

Numerical model simulations and in situ observations from a series of field2

experiments enabled us to answer the three main questions raised above.3

2.1 Numerical modeling4

The LATEX project included a numerical component whose initial objective,5

during the pilot phase, was to study the probability of occurrence of stable6

mesoscale structures in the GoL (Hu et al., 2009). Once this was positively7

achieved, the modeling component aimed at two main objectives: 1) to investi-8

gate the mechanism of formation and the characteristics of these structures; 2)9

to provide additional information to integrate/complement the analysis from10

in situ observations.11

The model used in the project was Symphonie (Marsaleix et al., 2006,12

2008), a 3D primitive equation, free surface, sigma coordinate ocean model,13

based on the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations. Components of cur-14

rent, temperature and salinity are computed on an Arakawa-C grid using a15

classic finite difference method. The vertical turbulence closure is achieved16

through a prognostic equation for the turbulent kinetic energy and a diagnos-17

tic equation for the mixing and dissipation length scales (Gaspar et al., 1990).18

As part of the pilot LATEX project in 2007, an optimized configuration of the19

Symphonie model was established for the Northwestern Mediterranean Sea20

(3 km resolution), with a nested high-resolution (1 km) model in the GoL (Hu21

et al., 2009). The high-resolution model domain is shown in Fig. 1.22

Using this configuration, a realistic simulation was performed over 10 years,23

from 2001 to 2010. The initial and open boundary conditions for the larger do-24

main were provided by the Mediterranean Forecasting System (MFS, http://25

eurogoos.eu/member-product/mediterranean-ocean-forecasting-system/)26

general circulation model (Pinardi, 2003) with a resolution of 1/8◦. The at-27

mospheric forcing was obtained from the 3-hr outputs of the meteorological28

model Aladin of Météo-France with a spatial resolution of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦. The29

daily fresh water fluxes from the major rivers were taken into account. No30

data assimilation was included in the simulation. The readers are referred to31

Hu et al. (2009, 2011a) for more details about the model settings.32

The simulation was used to characterize the stable mesoscale processes in33

the western part of the GoL. The utility program WATERS (Doglioli et al.,34

2007) was used to objectively identify and follow coherent eddy structures. The35

method is based on wavelet analysis of horizontal slices of modeled relative36

vorticity. It detects the contour and the center of a coherent structure and37

monitors its characteristics over time and space. The numerical outputs also38

provided information on the larger scale dynamical context of the processes39

taking place before, during and after the field cruises.40

http://eurogoos.eu/member-product/mediterranean-ocean-forecasting-system/
http://eurogoos.eu/member-product/mediterranean-ocean-forecasting-system/
http://eurogoos.eu/member-product/mediterranean-ocean-forecasting-system/
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2.2 Satellite derived products1

Satellite data include SeaWiFs chlorophyll concentration (from NASA God-2

dard Space Flight Center) and a pseudo-SST (Sea Surface brilliance Tem-3

perature provided by Météo-France and corresponding to channel 4 of the4

AVHRR sensor: Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer). These were used5

to identify, and follow in time, the signatures of the (sub)mesoscale processes6

in chlorophyll concentration and temperature. Surface geostrophic velocities7

produced by Ssalto/Duacs (Ssalto:, ground Segment for multi-missions of al-8

timetry, orbitography and precise location, Duacs: Developing use of altimetry9

for climate studies, 1/8◦ resolution over the Mediterranean basin) and dis-10

tributed by AVISO, with support from CNES (AVISO: Archiving, Validation11

and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data , CNES: French National12

Center for Spatial Studies, http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs/) were used13

for Finite Size Lyapunov Exponent (FSLE) analysis. Detailed description of14

the processing and corrections of AVISO satellite altimetry can be found in15

the Ssalto/Duacs User Handbook (2010).16

Along with Finite Time Lyapunov Exponents (FTLEs) (Haller and Yuan,17

2000), FSLEs (Aurell et al., 1997) have recently emerged as a powerful La-18

grangian diagnostic for the investigation of the dispersion properties of a flow.19

Both methods measure the separation rate of the trajectories of close initial20

particles, and can be applied for two complementary goals: quantifying dis-21

persion processes (Waugh and Abraham, 2008; Haza et al., 2010; Lumpkin22

and Elipot, 2010; Schroeder et al., 2011)), or mapping Lagrangian Coherent23

Structures (LCSs) (Haller and Yuan, 2000; d’Ovidio et al., 2004; Olascoaga24

et al., 2006; Lehahn et al., 2007; Beron Vera et al., 2008; Haller, 2011). Re-25

pulsive and attractive LCSs are associated with hyperbolic points of the flow,26

and provide direct information on transport and mixing patterns (Mancho27

et al., 2008): particles spread while moving toward hyperbolic points along28

repelling LCSs, whereas they aggregate while moving away from hyperbolic29

points along attracting LCSs, which thus represent transport barriers (Lehahn30

et al., 2007; Haller, 2011). The spatial organization of these structures has a31

large impact on the coastal environment, not only because they influence the32

dispersion of any tracer in the water, but also because, by separating dynami-33

cally distinct regions of the flow, they can define fluid dynamical niches which34

contribute to the structuring of marine ecosystems (d’Ovidio et al., 2010) and35

top predator distribution (Tew Kai et al., 2009; Cotté et al., 2011; De Monte36

et al., 2012). Generally this altimetry based approach is less reliable in coastal37

regions, where the different ageostrophic dynamics induced by boundaries and38

nearshore forcings (Csanady, 1982), insufficient sampling, presence of land39

mass and inaccuracy of geophysical corrections (Bouffard et al., 2008) repre-40

sent critical limiting factors for altimetry. For this reason, during the campaign41

of September 2010 (see section 2.3), daily maps of FSLEs were produced from42

real-time maps of absolute dynamic topography as a first guess of transport43

barriers and frontal systems, which were then precisely located by an adap-44

tive strategy. The altimetry-derived FSLE maps, used in Nencioli et al. (2011,45
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2013, 2016) and in this current review paper, were re-processed after the cam-1

paign using the delayed-time maps of absolute topography. The near-real time2

and delayed-time products did not show large differences in the study area.3

2.3 Field experiments4

The LATEX project involved four cruises:5

– Latex00, a preliminary three-day test cruise (June 9-11, 2007), (Petrenko,6

2007);7

– Latex08, a one-week cruise to study an eddy (Sept. 1-6, 2008), (Petrenko,8

2008);9

– Latex09, a one-week cruise dedicated to study another eddy (Aug. 25-30,10

2009), (Petrenko, 2009);11

– Latex10, a tracer, multidisciplinary cruise conducted from two R/Vs (Sept.12

1 - 24, 2010), (Petrenko, 2010).13

Note that, in the nomenclature for the cruises: LatexYY, YY indicates the14

year of the cruise for the second to the fourth cruise. The initial pilot cruise15

kept its original official name: Latex00, despite having taken place in 2007.16

Latex08 & Latex09 - These two LATEX field cruises focused on the detection17

and study of coastal mesoscale structures (Hu et al., 2011b; Kersalé et al.,18

2013). They took place on board the R/V Téthys II. A VMBB-150 KHz ship-19

based Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) was used to measure current20

velocities every 4 meters down to 247 m depth (see Petrenko et al. 2005 for21

details). At chosen stations, profiles were collected using a SeaBird SBE 1922

conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) sensor. During Latex08, since the sea23

state did not allow use of the CTD, temperature profiles were obtained by24

using XBTs (eXpendableBathyThermographs). In addition, sea surface tem-25

perature, salinity, and fluorescence were measured continuously at the surface26

by the ship thermosalinograph SBE 21. Wind was measured at 10 m above27

the surface. Technocean Surface Velocity Program (SVP) subsurface drifters,28

equipped with a 6 m long holey-sock drogue extending between 12 m and 18 m,29

were deployed in the eddy to track the fluid motion at 15 m depth. Drifter30

positions were provided by the Argos system in quasi-real-time.31

Latex00 & Latex10 - These other two LATEX field campaigns were dedicated32

to a tracer release experiment.33

The first one, Latex00, was part of a pilot project which aimed to demon-34

strate the feasibility of our Lagrangian methodology and of a SF6 tracer ex-35

periment in the GoL. To our knowledge, at the time of LATEX, only one SF636

tracer experiment had taken place in a coastal environment (Wanninkhof et al.,37

1997). SF6 is a gaseous electrical insulator with a very low solubility in seawa-38

ter, which results in a background concentration in the seawater of about 0.339

fmol l−1 (fmol = 10−15 mol). SF6 can be detected at these low concentrations40
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using the high sensitivity of gas chromatography with an electronic capture1

detector (Law et al., 1994). During Latex00, the background concentrations2

of SF6 were measured in the surface mixed layer of the GoL. The values were3

around 1.35 fmol l−1, which is the concentration of SF6 expected for seawater4

in equilibrium with the atmosphere. Therefore, during the Latex10 cruise, it5

was possible to use a volume of 4 m3 of seawater saturated with SF6 to release6

a patch of 50 km2×50 m, with SF6 concentrations roughly 200 times higher7

than the background value.8

The main goal of the last field experiment, Latex10, was to analyze the9

transport patterns and dispersion rates induced by a mesoscale structure10

within the Lagrangian reference frame associated with it. Therefore, the ex-11

periment was designed to combine the release of SF6 with the deployment of12

an array of Lagrangian buoys. Latex10 involved the coordination of two R/Vs,13

one (the R/V Le Surôıt) dedicated to the SF6 experiment and the other one14

(the R/V Téthys II ) dedicated to the survey of the underlying (sub)mesoscale15

processes. To successfully monitor such processes, the sampling strategy of the16

R/V Téthys II was routinely optimized and adapted (hence “adaptive strat-17

egy”) in a Lagrangian framework based on the near-real time analysis of all the18

available in situ, remote or modeled data (see also section 4). In situ measure-19

ments collected by the R/V Téthys II were similar to the ones during Latex0920

(see above). In addition, turbulence profiles, down to 50 m, were acquired with21

a SCAMP (Self-Contained Autonomous Microstructure Profile). Lagrangian22

SVP subsurface drifters were released from both the R/V Téthys II and the23

R/V Le Surôıt. Some were captured afterwards in order to be redeployed ac-24

cording to the near real-time analysis of LCSs (see Nencioli et al. (2011) for25

more details). The tracer release and mapping were performed from the R/V26

Le Surôıt. The strategy was defined in coordination with the R/V Téthys II27

based on the Lagrangian navigation software (see subsection 4.3). On the R/V28

Le Surôıt, a VMBB-150 KHz hull-mounted ADCP provided current velocities29

every 8 meters when depth was superior to 300 m or every 4 meters in shallow30

waters. As on the R/V Téthys II, the R/V Le Surôıt thermosalinograph mea-31

sured surface temperature, salinity and fluorescence along the ship transects.32

Wind was measured at 18 m above the surface. Numerous biogeochemical and33

biological measurements were also collected by the R/V Le Surôıt, but their34

analysis is beyond the scope of this physics review paper. Up to three gliders35

were coordinated (L. Mortier and P. Testor, LOCEAN, Paris; L. Beguery, DT36

INSU, La Seyne sur Mer, France) to circulate in the zone at the time of the37

study. Their positions, and derived current velocities along their routes, were38

sent in near real-time to the two R/Vs to provide a global view of the general39

circulation around the study area. The analysis of the current, temperature40

and salinity fields produced by the MFS was also sent to the R/V Téthys41

II to be taken into account in the adaptive strategy. The interested reader42

can refer to the two Latex10 cruise reports for additional details (available on43

www.mio.univ-amu.fr/LATEX; Publications section).44

www.mio.univ-amu.fr/LATEX
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3 Dynamics in the western GoL1

The numerical simulations showed that mesoscale structures were common in2

the western part of the GoL during stratified conditions. Structures that last3

more than 15 days were qualified as ”long-life” (Hu et al., 2011a). This limit of4

15 days was chosen after several sensitivity tests. It represents a typical scale5

below which, in this coastal area and during stratified conditions, structures are6

considered submesoscale both temporally and spatially. All long-life features7

were anticyclonic baroclinic eddies. The results from the numerical simulation8

were then further investigated to better understand the generation processes9

and characteristics of these eddies.10

The most common process of generation (Hu et al., 2011a) is due to a11

combined effect of wind forcing and topography, involving upwelling (south of12

Cape d’Agde) and Ekman transport southwestward (Fig. 2). These last two13

processes are generally due to strong northwest (NW) wind bursts, lasting14

more than 3 days. Once an eddy is created, strong stratification allows for15

a better transfer of wind-induced potential energy to eddy kinetic energy.16

However, additional strong wind bursts are also required to sustain the eddy17

in size and intensity. All details about the strength and persistence of the18

wind forcing can be found in Hu et al. (2011a). The level of stratification was19

estimated from the Symphonie numerical output by calculating the absolute20

value of potential energy anomaly, φ, throughout the water column of the eddy21

generation area (hatched area on Fig. 1). Φ was shown to be a good indicator22

of the water column stability (Hu et al., 2011a; De Boer et al., 2008; Burchard23

and Burchard, 2008). The more stratified the water column, the higher the24

value of φ. The reader can refer to Hu et al. (2011a) for more details on this25

calculation. Over the ten year simulation (Fig. 3), the stratified conditions26

were classified into three major categories, according to the range of φ:27

1. a weak stratification with a value of φ below 20 J m−3, as during the28

winter-spring season;29

2. an intermediate stratification with a value of φ around 60 J m−3; as during30

early May and late October for all years between 2001 and 2010, along31

with summers 2002 and 2004;32

3. a strong stratification with a value of φ reaching 100 J m−3, as during all33

summer seasons except in 2002 and 2004.34

When stratification is not high enough, an eddy can be generated but it does35

not last longer than the time threshold of 15 days, and is classified as transient.36

The most stratified conditions are observed during the months of July to37

October (Fig. 3) and coincide with the occurrence of all the long-life eddies38

modeled in the GoL.39

A second generation process has also been identified (Kersalé et al., 2013).40

This other process requires the presence of a O(100 km) anticyclonic circula-41

tion (3◦ - 4◦E and 42◦ - 43◦N) and a strong meandering of the NC (Fig. 4). The42

NC pushes the anticyclonic structure towards the coast, squeezing it so that it43

finally splits into two structures. The northern one, an anticyclonic barotropic44
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eddy similar to the wind-induced eddies previously described, remains in its1

area of formation over the continental shelf. The southern structure, on the2

other hand, does eventually migrate southward to the Catalan basin, con-3

tributing to the cross-shelf exchanges described in more detail in section 5.2.4

According to the daily numerical outputs, 11 long-life anticyclonic eddies5

have occurred during the 10-year period of the simulation (Fig. 5). They are6

present only during the stratified period from July to October of a given year.7

The mean duration of these eddies is 44.5 days (with a standard deviation of 208

days), which is long in a rapidly-varying coastal environment such as the GoL.9

Among these 11 vortices, only one was formed by the second process (Kersalé10

et al., 2013), while the other 10 are explained by the first generation process11

(Hu et al., 2011a). Throughout the years, the eddies occurred as follows:12

– years without eddies (2004, 2007),13

– years with 1 eddy (2001, 2002 , 2006, 2008 and 2010),14

– years with 2 eddies (2003, 2005 and 2009).15

Hereafter vortices are called LatexA(i) YY, with an A to specify that the eddy16

is anticyclonic, and potentially an i to indicate that this is the i-th eddy of17

year YY for the years with more than one eddy.18

The years 2004 and 2007 stand out as unusual because they had no long-life19

eddy. In 2004, transients eddies appeared but no long-life eddy ever occurred20

despite successive strong NW wind events, probably due to the weakness of21

the summer stratification (Fig. 3). In 2007, since the stratification was strong22

and the wind forcing was particularly intense, the mesoscale eddy increased in23

scale and became an anticyclonic circulation larger than the study area (see24

Figure 4 of Hu et al. (2011a)). Furthermore, a third year was also found to be25

anomalous. In 2002, a long-life eddy existed despite an intermediate level of26

stratification (Fig. 3). This occurred because, as in 2007, the wind forcing was27

particularly strong, persistent and frequent.28

Numerical model results have been complemented with in situ observations29

from the Latex08 and Latex09 campaigns to study the characteristics of these30

structures (Figure 6). Both datasets showed that these eddies are baroclinic,31

mainly confined within the mixed layer depth (about 30 m), and generally el-32

liptical (Hu et al., 2011a; Kersalé et al., 2013). They have a diameter of about33

20 km and tangential speed of the order of 0.3-0.4 m s−1 on the outer edge so34

that a full loop around the eddy takes ∼3 days. When possible, the character-35

istics of the modeled eddies were compared with those measured and showed36

very good agreement (Hu et al., 2011a; Kersalé et al., 2013). For instance,37

the characteristics of the second long-life anticyclonic eddy of 2009, hereafter38

LatexA2 09, were compared. The center of the eddy was estimated at 3◦26’E39

- 42◦36’N in the model and at 3◦34’E - 42◦33’N from in situ velocity cross-40

sections of the eddy (see Section 4.1). The radial distribution of tangential41

velocities (see Fig. 3 of Kersalé et al. 2013 and accompanying text) was also42

used to estimate the region of the eddy in solid-body rotation, and hence its43

horizontal diameter. Tangential velocities linearly increased to average maxi-44

mum values Vmax of ∼0.35 m s−1, at radial distances Rmax between 9 and 1545
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km. Thus, the in situ estimate of eddy dimensions is very close to that from1

the model (mean radius of 14.3 km based on the WATERS wavelet analysis2

described in Section 2.1). Analogously, the eddy vertical extents from model3

and observations were also very close, being 37 m and 35 m, respectively. The4

local Rossby number Ro and the Rossby radius of deformation Rd were also5

estimated at 0.26 and 5.9 km, respectively. Since Rmax >Rd, this eddy was6

classified as a mesoscale structure. Nonetheless the local Rossby number was7

not small, so its dynamics could not be approximated by quasi-geostrophic8

theory.9

Coastal dynamics was quite different for the Latex10 campaign in Septem-10

ber 2010, during which no anticyclonic structure was present. AVHRR pseudo-11

SST imagery showed that the circulation in the western part of the GoL was12

characterized by the development of a strong thermal front (Figure 7c). The13

combined analysis of ship-based and Lagrangian observations revealed that14

the front was associated with an intense flow 10 km wide and roughly parallel15

to the coast, through which waters from the continental shelf left the GoL16

towards the Catalan Basin (Nencioli et al., 2011). The front was formed due17

to the convergence, and the resulting stirring, of warmer open Northwestern18

Mediterranean waters, with colder waters on the continental shelf (respec-19

tively, O and C waters in Nencioli et al. 2013, 2016). Analysis of wind data20

and drifter trajectories indicated that the movement of the former was mainly21

driven by the NC dynamics along the continental slope, whereas the latter22

were advected southward out of the GoL due to Ekman flow following strong23

NW wind events.24

Therefore, the front formation was mainly driven by the stirring induced25

by the interaction between wind-induced and large-scale circulation (Nencioli26

et al., 2016). Analysis of temperature, salinity and density data from cross-27

front transects showed that the front was mostly density-compensated (Nen-28

cioli et al., 2013). Temperature (salinity) gradients could reach up to 2◦C29

(0.4 psu) over less than 4 km across the front. The distribution of the vortic-30

ity Rossby number across the front showed predominant values smaller than31

O(1), with occasional maxima around O(1) (Nencioli et al., 2016, SI, Fig. 6).32

This indicated that the Latex10 front was mainly associated with geostrophic33

(i.e. mesoscale) dynamics. Therefore, although a surface intensified geostrophic34

flow and stronger vertical velocities may have occasionally occurred where the35

horizontal density gradient and relative vertical vorticity were large, the role36

of the local frontal dynamics was not explored. The implicit assumption is37

that horizontal advection by the geostrophic and Ekman flows that induced38

the formation of the front had stronger impact on the front’s dynamics and39

temporal evolution than secondary ageostrophic circulation (Nencioli et al.,40

2013, 2016).41
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4 Design of field experiments to investigate coastal (sub)mesoscale1

structures2

A powerful approach to quantify complex and ephemeral physical coastal pro-3

cesses is to perform the study in a Lagrangian reference frame with an adap-4

tive strategy. This allows for the deconvolution of advection versus dispersion5

processes. At the time of the submission of the LATEX project to funding6

agencies, Lagrangian strategies were not as commonly used as now. Together7

with Griffa et al. (2007), LATEX was a pioneer study in adopting this type of8

approach. The main three examples of adaptive Lagrangian sampling strategy9

used during LATEX are presented in the next subsections.10

4.1 Eddy in situ tracking (Latex08 and Latex09 - R/V Téthys II )11

During Latex08 and Latex09, a methodology to identify, follow and in situ12

sample an eddy, was developed, tested and improved. Before the cruise, anal-13

ysis of pseudo-SST and ocean color satellite imagery was used to identify the14

presence of mesoscale eddies. If an eddy was detected, its center and poten-15

tial translation speed were estimated with these data. This information was16

compared to and integrated with the results from the numerical simulations17

described in Section 2.1. The results were used to define the position and ori-18

entation of the first radial section across the eddy center for the collection of19

in situ ADCP and CTD (or XBT in case of bad sea conditions) observations.20

The ADCP measurements collected by the ship hull-mounted ADCP were then21

used to identify the position of the eddy center after each ship transect based22

on the algorithm developed by Nencioli et al. (2008). In the case of Latex08,23

this was done post cruise. However, for Latex09, the data processing chain24

was optimized and the work was done on-board in near real-time. This way,25

the precision of the center position was greatly improved compared to that26

estimated qualitatively from satellite imagery. The sampling strategy of the27

rest of the campaign was adapted with respect to each new calculated eddy28

center position, with the deployment of SVP drifters at the center or the edge29

of the eddy and multiple transects crossing the center either orthogonally or30

in a ”butterfly” trajectory (Fig. 6 and refer to Hu et al. (2011b); Kersalé et al.31

(2013) for details).32

4.2 Direct LCS iterative sampling (Latex10 - R/V Téthys II )33

In the absence of a marked mesoscale structure, instead of the planned tracking34

and tracer injection of an eddy, the strategy was adapted to a (sub)mesoscale35

process study. The complexity of features visible from satellite chlorophyll-a36

and pseudo-SST maps, model circulation outputs and glider data rendered this37

task particularly challenging. The process study included the direct real-time38

detection of LCSs. This was tested with a novel, iterative, in situ sampling39
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strategy (Nencioli et al., 2011) which combined satellite altimetry data, ship-1

based ADCP measurements, and iterative Lagrangian drifter releases (Fig-2

ure 7). Three arrays of drifters were released at intervals of a few days to3

obtain in situ estimates of the structures. The dispersion pattern of the first4

drifter array on September 12 confirmed the presence of the along-shelf LCSs5

associated with the NC identified from AVISO velocities (Figure 7a). The de-6

ployment position and the spatial configuration of the second and third array7

were chosen on the basis of the outcome of the previous launches. In situ re-8

pelling (red) and attracting (blue) LCSs identified and tracked the migration of9

an hyperbolic point for a period of 12 days, indicating that Lagrangian diagnos-10

tics such as FTLE and FSLE can be successfully identified even in the complex11

and variable flows typical of coastal regions (Nencioli et al., 2011). Neverthe-12

less, in situ-based LCSs (also confirmed by ADCP observations) showed an13

opposite circulation compared to the AVISO field over the continental shelf,14

confirming the limitation of traditional altimetry for reliable transport anal-15

ysis in those regions (Nencioli et al., 2011). To develop methods to mitigate16

such altimetry limitations in coastal environment, LATEX float trajectories17

were used to test the use of region-specific optimal interpolation methods to18

generate maps of satellite-derived geostrophic current anomalies, ultimately19

providing better absolute geostrophic currents, once added to different mean20

circulation fields (Bouffard et al., 2014). Otherwise, during the cruise, the iden-21

tification of the LCSs contributed to accurately identifying the location of the22

thermal front described in Section 3 and tracking its evolution, particularly23

when satellite imagery of pseudo-SST and ocean colour was not available due24

to cloud cover. This provided a decisive contribution for i) optimizing the sam-25

pling strategy for the collection of cross-front sections (Section 5.1), and ii)26

tracking the movement of water masses for the quantification of the cross-shelf27

fluxes associated with the front (Section 5.2).28

4.3 Tracer release (Latex00 - R/V Téthys II, and Latex10 - R/V Le Surôıt)29

One of the goals of the Latex10 field experiment was to mark a dynamical30

mesoscale feature by releasing a passive tracer together with an array of La-31

grangian buoys. The goal was to release the tracer in an initial patch as homo-32

geneous as possible in the horizontal, and to study its turbulent mixing and33

dispersion while minimizing the contribution due to the advection. For that,34

it was necessary to continuously adjust the vessel route in order to remain as35

closely as possible in the Lagrangian reference frame moving with the inves-36

tigated mesoscale structure. To accomplish this task, two of the four LATEX37

field campaigns were dedicated to the development of such a methodology.38

The first campaign, Latex00, aimed at demonstrating its feasibility; the last39

one, Latex10, performed a final test followed by the actual tracer experiment.40

To perform the initial tracer release and subsequent mappings in a La-41

grangian reference frame, the movement of the targeted water mass was tracked42

using a reference buoy as a proxy. Our approach consisted in solving a classical43
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ballistic problem to obtain, in real-time and in a moving water mass, the direc-1

tion and distance to the next turn point of a chosen geometric route (details2

in Doglioli et al. (2013)). Results from the two field experiments showed that3

accuracy and frequency of acquisition of both vessel and buoy positions are4

key aspects for the successful implementation of this methodology.5

The observational experience and analytical tools developed within LATEX6

led to a successful Lagrangian tracer release during the Latex10 experiment.7

The area for the tracer dispersion experiment was selected combining the nu-8

merical model results with those from the near real-time analysis of FSLEs9

computed from satellite-altimetry derived currents (Nencioli et al., 2011). The10

tracer was released in a patch of dimensions roughly 25 km2×25 m, smaller11

than initially planned. After the release, the horizontal evolution of the tracer12

patch was monitored for 7 days during a series of 4 successive horizontal map-13

pings done at 7 m depth, the depth of the tracer release (Kersalé et al., 2015).14

The software developed for the Lagrangian tracer experiment is included15

in the LATEXtools software suite. Our methodology presents some important16

technological improvements with respect to previous tracer studies related to17

both the positioning of the central buoy and the communication system with18

it. The software is also equipped with a series of graphical and user-friendly19

accessories. LATEXtools is written in Matlab, and can be freely downloaded20

from www.mio.univ-amu.fr/LATEX.21

5 Horizontal mixing and cross-shelf exchanges22

The tracer experiment from the R/V Le Surôıt during Latex10 allowed a first23

estimate of lateral diffusivity at (sub)mesoscale (Kersalé et al., 2015). A second24

estimate was obtained by combining the strain rate from the drifter release,25

with the temperature and salinity gradients from thermosalinograph observa-26

tions collected aboard the R/V Téthys II (Nencioli et al., 2013). Finally, the27

combined analysis of in situ measurements and numerical modeling results28

provided a quantification of surface cross-shelf fluxes in the western GoL, the29

ultimate goal of the LATEX project.30

5.1 Lateral diffusivities from tracer release and cross-front transects31

The dispersion of the patch of the passive tracer SF6, released in the adaptive32

Lagrangian framework described in 4.3, was used to obtain a first estimate of33

the lateral diffusivity in the coastal waters of the western part of the GoL.34

After having quantified atmospheric loss of the SF6, the temporal evolution of35

the patch was fit with a diffusion-strain model to obtain estimates of the strain36

rate γ=2.5 10−6 s−1 and of the lateral diffusivity coefficient Kh=23.2 m2 s−1
37

(Fig. 8, top panel). To test the robustness of this estimate, a steady state model38

was also applied, showing Kh values similar to the diffusion-strain model after39

a period of adjustment between 2 and 4.5 days. This implied that, after such40

www.mio.univ-amu.fr/LATEX
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period, the computation of Kh became independent from the further straining1

of the patch. The thermal front present southeast of the initial patch clearly2

affected the dynamics within the region and thus the temporal evolution of3

the patch (see Kersalé et al. (2015) for additional details). Nonetheless the re-4

sults were consistent with previous studies in the open ocean (refer to the end5

of the section for more details) and demonstrated the success and feasibility6

of these methods also under small-scale, rapidly-evolving dynamics typical of7

coastal environments. However, one should note that this type of approach is8

still a challenge. Among the difficulties encountered, some are worth mention-9

ing: issues related to fitting a Gaussian dispersion model to a patch which,10

under the stretching induced by the front, does not exhibit a Gaussian shape;11

technical limitations, making it difficult to sample the whole fast-dispersing12

patch, due both to vessel speed and SF6 analysis time, affecting the sampling13

frequency. One of the objectives of the tracer experiment was also to deter-14

mine the vertical diffusivity Kz, and to compare it with the values derived from15

turbulence profiles acquired with the SCAMP. But lack of resolution in the16

vertical sampling of the tracer made the imprecision of the method too large17

to obtain reliable estimates. Nonetheless, turbulence profiles, acquired with18

the SCAMP, have been used in a numerical study investigating the impact of19

turbulence closure schemes and boundary conditions on the evaluation of Kz20

and energy dissipation rate (Costa et al., 2016).21

22

A second estimate of in situ lateral diffusivity coefficients at the (sub)mesoscale23

was based on an analogous hypothesis of balance between mesoscale straining24

and small scale mixing adopted for passive tracer experiments. However, in-25

stead of using the shape of the tracer patch, the analysis was based this time26

on the width of the thermohaline front (Nencioli et al., 2013). The assump-27

tion at the base of this second approach is that, once a near steady-state is28

reached, the shape of the front will result from the balance between its strain-29

induced steepening and its diffusion-induced relaxation. Such an approach has30

already been applied by Flament et al. (1985), who quantified eddy diffusiv-31

ity by combining the cross-front width derived from temperature variations32

observed along a single ship-based cross-front section, with an approximate33

estimate of the cross-front convergence rate derived from successive satellite34

imagery of surface temperature. During Latex10, a series of front widths were35

obtained, instead, by fitting multiple high-resolution temperature and salin-36

ity cross-front sections with an analytical model for the cross-front profile at37

the equilibrium. The front widths were then combined to the local strain rate38

estimates derived from the dispersion of two arrays of Lagrangian drifters to39

retrieve horizontal eddy diffusivities (see Nencioli et al. (2013) for details on40

the equations). Latex10 adaptive sampling allowed the collection of 19 cross-41

front transects within a span of 9 days, from which a total of 76 estimates of42

lateral diffusivity Kh (19 SST transects, 19 SSS transects and 2 estimates of43

strain rate) were computed. Their distribution is log-normal with a broad peak44

at values below 2.5 m2 s−1, and by a relatively long tail of episodic occurrences45

at values above 7.5 m2 s−1 (Fig. 8, bottom panel). The distribution ranged46
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from a lowest value of 0.06 m2 s−1 to a maximum value of 46.67 m2 s−1, with1

70% of the values between 0.4 and 5 m2 s−1. The mean Kh computed using2

all estimates available was 3.98 m2 s−1, with a standard deviation of 7.263

m2 s−1. Further details on Kh statistics, including the impact of higher but4

less frequent estimates, can be found in (Nencioli et al., 2013). Despite some5

expected differences, the distribution of Kh estimated from the SST profiles6

was characterized by a similar shape as the one from the SSS profiles (Fig. 8,7

bottom panel). Moreover it is noteworthy that, although being characterized8

by different ranges, SST and SSS gradients from the same section returned9

similar estimates of Kh. This was an important feature since it showed that10

the estimates of Kh using this approach were primarily controlled by the front11

width and were, at the same time, relatively independent from the magnitude12

of the tracer variation across the front.13

The mean values of Kh obtained with the two methods corresponded, re-14

spectively, to spatial scales of the order of i) the width of the patch (10 km) or15

ii) the cross-front distance (here below 5 km). As mentioned in the introduc-16

tion, at scales on the order of 10 km, lateral diffusivities had been found of the17

order of 10 m2 s−1 (Ledwell and Watson, 1991; Holtermann et al., 2012). These18

results are also in agreement with the estimates from the LatMix project in19

summer 2011, a year after Latex10. LatMix used different tracers (rhodamine20

and fluorescein) and mapping techniques (lidar) than LATEX. Isopycnal dif-21

fusivities were also calculated from drifter trajectories. The values obtained22

were of the order of 1 m2 s−1 at scales on the order of 1-5 km (Shcherbina23

et al., 2015).24

5.2 Surface cross-shelf fluxes25

During the LATEX project, two main dynamical situations were observed in26

the western part of the GoL:27

1. the presence of an anticyclonic eddy, during which exchanges were investi-28

gated from a numerical model, backed-up by Latex09 observations;29

2. the case of a frontal structure when no eddy was present; the exchanges30

were quantified from Latex10 observations.31

When a mesoscale structure is present in the western part of the GoL, it can32

lose a portion of itself by a peeling mechanism either linked to the topography33

(Nof, 1999) or to the large scale forcing (for example, squeezing by the NC such34

as in Kersalé et al. (2013), previously described in section 3). These detached35

bits are generally transient structures, that can move relatively quickly out of36

the Gulf, contributing to the cross-shelf exchanges. In 2009, two Lagrangian37

floats, deployed in the LatexA2 09 eddy, rotated in it for, respectively, two38

and four and a half days (Fig. 9). The float that had stayed the longest in the39

eddy was then caught in the coastal northward jet. The other one left the eddy40

and moved southward performing anticyclonic rotations. These, although in41

the clockwise direction, were not due to inertial oscillations, since their period42
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was about 39 hours (while the near-inertial oscillations (NIO) have a period1

of 17.5 hours). The numerical simulations provided the necessary information2

to explain such drifter trajectory. Fig. 9 shows the drifters trajectories su-3

perposed to modeled relative vorticity, suggesting that the southward moving4

drifter joined another eddy present in the Catalan basin.The position of the5

Catalan eddy is located in the model further east than suggested by the float6

rotations. Despite the use of hybrid sigma coordinates, the strong bathymetry7

gradients are probably responsible for this shift in modeled circulation fea-8

tures.Nevertheless, the numerical simulations confirmed the mass exchanges9

modulated by eddy activity between the GoL and the Catalan shelf. The mass10

of the transient structure represented a third of the initial LatexA2 09 eddy11

mass. The latter lost ∼ 40 % of its mass during the separation. The mass (or12

volume) contribution to the Catalan eddy could not be assessed, the latter13

being cut by the model boundary. The volume of the transient structure is14

estimated to 12.1 ± 0.1 km3. This flux leaving the GoL could occur several15

times during the life of an eddy.16

When no mesoscale eddies are present, the outer edge of the western GoL17

is characterized by the thermal front observed during Latex10 (see Section 3).18

The analysis integrated the observations from multiple platforms in order to:19

i) identify the different water masses, their origins and track their movements;20

ii) remove the signal associated with NIO from instantaneous ADCP veloci-21

ties; and hence iii) calculate accurate cross-shelf exchanges within the upper22

mixed layer associated with the front (Nencioli et al., 2016). Water masses23

were identified and tracked from successive satellite imagery and Lagrangian24

observations (see Section 2.3). The reconstructed in situ LCSs also provided25

a reference frame to quantify cross-shelf exchanges. Since the flow associated26

with the front was approximately nondivergent, the transport of a given water27

volume along the LCS tangle was conserved for different sections across the28

structures. Therefore, sections across the LCSs were used to compute cross-29

shelf exchanges even if not collected along the GoL boundary (i.e. the continen-30

tal slope). Finally, Lagrangian drifter trajectories were also used to quantify31

NIO. Strong NIO can have important impacts on current strengths and fluxes32

in the region (Millot and Crépon, 1981; Petrenko et al., 2005, 2008). Most of33

the Latex10 drifter trajectories exhibited several clockwise loops with period34

around ∼17.5 hours, indicating the presence of NIO. The time-series of their35

zonal and meridional components evidenced large oscillations superimposed36

to a slowly varying mean. As expected, the two components were out of phase37

by 90◦, with positive meridional components preceding positive zonal ones.38

Following Haza et al. (2008), the mean velocity components were retrieved by39

applying a moving average based on a Gaussian window with a full width at40

half maximum (FWHM) of 17.5 hours. The NIO components were then com-41

puted as the residuals, i.e. the difference between original and averaged values.42

These NIO components were removed from the instantaneous ADCP observa-43

tions from the cross-front sections used to compute the cross-shelf exchanges.44

Limits of integration along each section were defined based on thermosalino-45
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graph observations which were used to identify the boundaries between the1

various outflowing and inflowing water masses.2

The results indicated an average outflow of 0.074± 0.012 Sv and an inflow3

of 0.021±0.006 Sv (Fig. 10). Integrated over the two-week lifetime of the front,4

such outflow would induce a total export of ∼ 90±14 km3 of water. Thus, 3 to 45

of such events would be sufficient to completely renew the surface waters of the6

GoL. The total water import amounted to only ∼ 25±7 km3, less than a third7

of the outflow, hence suggesting larger inflows at depth or in the eastern part of8

the gulf to maintain the GoL volume balance. These in situ estimates represent9

a key term of comparison for the further development of numerical model- and10

satellite-based studies of cross-shelf exchanges associated with this type of11

processes. These cross-shelf exchanges can have impacts on biogeochemistry12

and ecology, as they can regulate the fluxes of carbon (Bauer and Druffel,13

1998; Gattuso et al., 1998) and nutrients (Grantham et al., 2004), as well as14

the dispersion of fish-larvae (Roughan et al., 2006) and pollutants (Gustafsson15

et al., 1998).16

6 Conclusion17

The results of the physics component of the LATEX project have addressed18

the three main questions raised in Section 1.19

20

1) Mesoscale dynamics in the western GoL includes coastal mesoscale ed-21

dies or strong fronts. The eddies are elliptic, baroclinic and anticyclonic. They22

are generated either by the combined effect of strong wind and stratification or23

by boundary current meanders (Hu et al., 2009, 2011b,a; Kersalé et al., 2013).24

The observed strong thermal (and saline) front was density-compensated (Nen-25

cioli et al., 2013). The front generation was mainly driven by the stirring in-26

duced by the interaction between wind-forced and large-scale circulation.27

28

2) Field experiments were designed to investigate coastal (sub)mesoscale29

structures. Throughout a series of successive oceanographic cruises, LATEX30

developed and optimized a methodology for an adaptive Lagrangian sampling.31

Such adaptive approach was successfully applied to detect coastal eddies (Hu32

et al., 2011b; Kersalé et al., 2013), to identify Lagrangian Coherent Structures33

(Nencioli et al., 2011), and used for the initial release of a passive tracer as34

homogeneously as possible in a Lagrangian framework (Doglioli et al., 2013).35

36

3) Horizontal mixing and cross-shelf exchanges were quantified. Lateral37

diffusivity coefficients, calculated using different approaches, are in the range38

classically encountered for their associated scales (Kersalé et al., 2015; Nenci-39

oli et al., 2013). To calculate Kh, the project included both a more traditional40

passive tracer experiment, as well as a novel technique based on the com-41

bined analysis of strain rate and thermohaline gradients. The strain rate was42

obtained from the analysis of the Lyapunov exponents derived from the La-43
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grangian floats (Nencioli et al., 2013).1

Cross-shelf exchanges are strongly influenced by the dynamical conditions at2

the shelf edge. In the western GoL, these can be characterized by the pres-3

ence of either mesoscale eddies or strong thermohaline fronts. Eddies can trap4

waters in their core (Hu et al., 2011a) but can also get eroded by the slope5

current, losing non negligible percentage of their mass (Kersalé et al., 2013) all6

the way to potentially disappearing in the process. Fronts can act like corri-7

dors favoring strong cross-shelf inter-regional exchanges (Nencioli et al., 2016).8

9

This paper has summarized the (sub)mesoscale dynamics studied during10

LATEX. Since all LATEX field experiments occurred in late summer, the focus11

has been mainly on stratified conditions. A schematic of the main surface cir-12

culation processes that can occur in the western GoL can be found in Fig. 11.13

This schematic of the surface layer exhibits four main dynamical conditions: a)14

retention of water by an eddy; b) peeling of an eddy into a transient structure15

and GoL-exiting cross-shelf flux at the southern edge; c) frontal structure and16

associated southward fluxes, as during Latex10; d) intrusion of a barotropic17

current on the shelf between the coast and the NC, during Northwestern wind.18

The first three cases were encountered during LATEX. The last case was stud-19

ied numerically but with scarce in situ data collected before LATEX (Petrenko20

et al., 2008).21

7 Perspectives22

The arrival of the US-French wide-swath altimetry mission SWOT (Surface23

Water Ocean Topography, scheduled for 2021) will also be welcomed to im-24

prove the accuracy of the representation of coastal circulation structures and25

their temporal evolution. Thanks to its Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) in-26

terferometer, the SWOT satellite will provide precise altimetry measurements27

close to the coast. SWOT will also increase by an order of magnitude the28

resolution of 2D maps of sea surface height (SSH). As shown by LATEX mod-29

eling and in situ activities, coastal eddies and fronts have an important role30

in modulating cross-shelf exchanges, but due to their potentially small size31

they are often invisible in SSH images. Therefore, these structures are often32

detected only indirectly, either by in situ techniques - like drifter or glider33

experiments - or through remote sensing, by their signature in SST or Chl34

images. The availability of SWOT data will mark a new generation of exper-35

iments because it will relieve in situ operations from the task of identifying36

and following in time the fine-scale physical features. Once these features are37

accessible from remote sensing, in situ experiments will have the possibility38

of concentrating on the characterization of the fine-scale dynamics, using im-39

ages of high-resolution altimetry for tracking submesoscale features, such as40

filaments and small eddies. This way, ship-time will be fully available for a41

proper characterization of the 3D dynamics occurring in between the meso-42

and the submeso-scale, addressing key uncertainties like the quantification of43
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vertical fluxes of nutrient and carbon in frontal systems. In this regard, the1

Mediterranean sea is set to play a special role: due to its easy accessibility,2

small Rossby radius, energetic boundary currents, very low cloud coverage,3

and low tides, it is an ideal ’pocket ocean’ where to combine high-resolution4

satellite observations and multi-platform in situ experiments. SWOT is ex-5

pected to resolve features down to 15 km including near the coast. In turn,6

this information will hopefully improve the realism of circulation models, in7

particular their representation of biogeochemical processes.8

This Review concentrated on the physics component of LATEX. So only9

a short summary is given here on what has been done concerning physical-10

biogeochemical coupling and the perspectives that this work opens. The LA-11

TEX numerical study of the GoL circulation has allowed for the quantifica-12

tion of the impact of the anticyclonic eddy A1 01 on the ecosystem dynamics13

(Campbell et al., 2013). Additionally, the circulation model Symphonie was14

coupled with a biogeochemical model originating from the Eco3M modeling15

platform (Baklouti et al., 2006a,b), and adapted as a pelagic plankton ecosys-16

tem model for the Northwestern Mediterranean basin by Auger et al. (2011).17

The eddy exhibited low productivity at its core and rising up of nutricline18

on its edges. However the functioning and consequences of the coastal eddy19

on nutrients and plankton distributions was complicated by potential interac-20

tions with topography, wind-induced upwelling along the coast and the nearby21

Northern Current. This coupled modeling is to be pursued to compare the nu-22

merical results with the in situ data collected during the Latex cruises (F. Diaz,23

LATEX PI for biogeochemistry; pers. comm.). More work needs to be done24

in order to estimate not only the impacts of LATEX eddies on biogeochemi-25

cal budgets and cross-shelf transfers, but also to comprehend the coupling of26

physics and biogeochemistry at (sub)mesoscale in this zone.27

The LATEX adaptive real-time Lagrangian strategy needs also to be ac-28

companied with 3D in situ observations and fast, automated physical and29

biogeochemical sampling in order, among others, to explore surface semi-30

geostrophic model (Badin, 2013) and to study processes associated with ed-31

dies, fronts and filaments (e.g. frontogenesis/frontolysis as in Hoskins (1982)),32

as well as coupled physical-biogeochemical processes at the submesoscale. This33

challenge was already highlighted in the open ocean (Lévy et al., 2012), and34

remains highly relevant in the coastal environment.35

Availability of the LATEX and SPASSO codes36

The LATEXtools software (Doglioli et al., 2013) is available freely on the37

LATEX web site: www.mio.univ-amu.fr/LATEX. To our knowledge, no other38

papers report detailed descriptions of the techniques and software adopted39

for Lagrangian tracer release and sampling strategy, although they are a key40

point for the success of in situ tracer experiments. We are nonetheless aware41

of the now available Google Earth interactive map of the LatMix project42

(http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-14-00015.2). Since 2010, the LATEX La-43

www.mio.univ-amu.fr/LATEX
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grangian strategy has been further developed and successfully applied during1

several other ocean campaigns such as KEOPS2 in 2011 (Quéguiner, 2011;2

d’Ovidio et al., 2015), STRASSE in 2012 (Reverdin et al., 2015) and, in3

2015, OUTPACE (Moutin and Bonnet, 2015) and OSCAHR (Doglioli, 2015).4

In the continuity of LATEXtools, SPASSO (Software Package for an Adap-5

tive Satellite-based Sampling for Ocean campaigns, available at www.mio.6

univ-amu.fr/SPASSO) retrieves and processes satellite data on land and then7

transmits them on board. The analysis of the collected information (including8

in situ data and available model predictions, in addition to the satellite data) is9

done on land and allows to prepare daily bulletins with suggestions for optimal10

ship routing and station positioning. These bulletins are then send on board,11

as well as made available through dedicated web pages. SPASSO is planned to12

be used for the cruises PEACETIME (2017, PIs: C. Guieu and K. Desboeufs),13

SARGASSES (2017, PIs: L. Berline and T. Thibaut) and BIOSWOT (2018,14

PI: F. d’Ovidio).15
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Fig. 1 Bathymetry of the Gulf of Lion. The rectangle represents the 1 km resolution model
domain. Shaded color represents the bathymetry [m]. Isobaths at 100, 200 and 500 m are
plotted with thin lines. The white arrow shows the mean position of the Northern Current
(NC). The hatched area indicates the zone where the absolute value of potential energy
anomaly φ is calculated
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Fig. 2 Schematic generation of an anticyclonic eddy (from the 8-year numerical study of
(Hu et al., 2011b)). The three main phases of the eddy generation process are represented:
a) upwelling and Ekman flow, b) generation of a northward coastal jet, c) eddy generation.
Eddy-related currents are represented by black arrows; upwelling area, corresponding to a
negative Sea Level Anomaly (SLA), designated by the blue dashes around the minus sign;
positive SLA area around Cape Creus designated by the red area around the positive sign;
wind represented by the orange arrow; the NC by the grey arrow along the continental shelf.
As an example, corresponding modeled sea surface height and velocity field at 5 m depth
on d) July 02, 2005; e) July 07, 2005; and f) July 10, 2005
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Fig. 3 Time series of 30 day moving averaged potential energy anomaly [Jm−3] over the
western part of the GoL for the upper 100 m depth for the years a) 2001 to 2005 and b)
2006 to 2010
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Fig. 4 Temporal sequence of formation of the eddy, sea surface height [m] and velocity field
at 5 m depth [ms−1], in four steps: July 20, Aug. 8, Aug. 16, and Aug.27, 2009 (adapted
from Kersalé et al. (2013), with permission)
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Fig. 5 Gantt table of the long-life modeled eddies from 2001 to 2010. The grey arrows
indicate the duration of the first A1 or second A2 eddies, with the corresponding number
of days in parenthesis. When this is written in black, the eddy has been generated with
the first generation process (Hu et al., 2011b). When in blue, it has been generated by the
second generation process (Kersalé et al., 2013). The dates of birth and death of each eddy
are also indicated
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Fig. 6 Eddies studied a) during Latex08, b) during Latex09. ADCP transects, with hor-
izontal currents at 15 m depth in black. SVP drifter trajectories are shown in blue and
purple during a) 6 days, b) 3 days following their release at the location indicated with a
red square. Pseudo-SST images on a) Sept. 02, 2008 and b) Aug. 28, 2009.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7 a) Lagrangian coherent structures, FSLE in [s−1] derived from AVISO geostrophic
velocities on 14 September 2010 and release position of the Lyap01 cluster of Lagrangian
drifters. In blue are the attracting LCS (backward FSLE) and in red the repelling ones
(forward FSLE). b) ADCP currents, 3-day drifter trajectories and position of the Lagrangian
coherent structures reconstructed from in situ measurements. c) image of pseudo-SST for
Sept. 14, 2010 and 3-day drifter trajectories. The position of the front focus of the Latex10
field experiment is marked by the magenta dashed line. (adapted from Nencioli et al. (2011,
2016) with permission)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8 Spatial scales and diffusivity coefficients. a) Pseudo-SST map on Sept. 15, 2010 with
the contour of the 3rd SF6 mapping; b) Same pseudo-SST map with examples of cross-front
transects, the front SST gradient in red; c) The point of intersection of the two curves (major
and minor axes, see Kersalé et al. (2015) for details) indicates the best estimates of γ [s−1]
and Kh [m2 s−1]. The shaded areas represent the uncertainties; d) Frequency histogram
of the horizontal eddy diffusion coefficients derived by Nencioli et al. (2013). In blue is the
distribution of the KH estimated from the SST profiles only; in red the distribution of
the KH from the SSS profiles only; and in grey the total distribution of the two combined
together
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Fig. 10 Schematics of the average cross-shelf fluxes associated with the front from Latex10,
superimposed on pseudo-SST, buoy trajectories (grey) and in situ LCSs (red and blue).
Locations of outflow and inflow of the U (upwelled), C (coastal) and O’ (modified open, see
Nencioli et al. (2016) for details) waters are indicated relative to the Lyap01 LCS, as no
cloud-free pseudo-SST images are available afterwards. (adapted from Nencioli et al. (2016)
with permission)
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